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Scientific Freedom of Speech:
The Changing Tide
Tom Price

In the United States and Australia, scientists are being given
more freedom to conduct and disseminate their work.

T

he day after his inauguration, U.S.
President Barack Obama began taking steps toward establishing a climate
of scientific openness in his administration. He instructed all federal agencies to
adopt a presumption in favor of disclosure when responding to requests for
government documents under the Freedom of Information Act. In addition, he
said, agencies should establish procedures
for making information public even in
the absence of requests.
Two days later, his Environmental
Protection Agency administrator, Lisa
Jackson, sent a memo to all EPA employees in which she pledged that agency
decisions would be based on “rigorous
adherence to the best available science.”
Then, in early February, Obama limited
the Office of Budget and Management’s
power to override experts’ findings in
government rulemaking.
“Promoting science isn’t just about providing resources,” Obama said when he
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introduced his choices for top administration science positions in December. “It’s
about protecting free and open inquiry.”
Congress, also, promised action on
the issue. The top priority in the House
Science and Technology Committee’s
oversight plan for 2009-10 is “restoring public confidence in the integrity of
public science.”
Scientific and civil liberties organizations described these developments as
good first steps. However, “there’s a lot
of work still to do,” said Tim Donaghy,
an analyst in the Union of Concerned
Scientists’ Scientific Integrity Program.
“In democracies, there are all sorts of
subtle and not-so-subtle ways of ensuring
that the truth doesn’t come out about
particular issues,” noted Kenneth Baldwin, deputy director of the Australian
National University’s Research School of
Physical Sciences and Engineering.
As in the United States, in Australia,
a more liberal government recently took

power and embraced scientific openness
as a way of distinguishing itself from its
predecessor. The Australian Labor Party,
led by current Prime Minister Kevin
Rudd, ousted a governing coalition led
by Liberal Prime Minister John Howard in December 2007. Labor quickly
moved to set itself up as the friend of
scientific speech.
“We have seen the former government
stifle intellectual debate and suppress
ideas,” said Kim Carr, Australia’s minister for innovation, industry, science and
research, during a meeting with scientists
early last year. Government scientists
must be able to speak publicly about
their findings and the implications of
their research, he said. “Unless scientists
can speak in their areas of expertise,” he
added, “the progress of human knowledge will be impeded.”
Carr’s Labor government went on
to promulgate a series of “charters” for
Australia’s public research organizations
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